The Resort
A magic world of wellness and hospitality

The Horse Country Resort is established on the west coast of Sardinia immersed in a secular pine forest. The resort is directly on the sea with a long beach of fine white sand. The surrounding eco-system is populated by pink flamingos and rare endangered species.

A holiday of services and comfort

- 4 Hotels
- 4 Restaurants
- 4 Bars
- Wellness Centre
- Equestrian Centre
- Congress Centre
- 2 Outdoor Pools
- Private Beach
- Shop
- Info Point
- Animation Team
- Synthetic grass soccer field
- Regulated tennis court
- Free wi-fi in public areas
- Car and bike rental
- Private Parking
- Laundry Service
- Pet Area
Hotel
Four hotels for exclusive comfort

Horse Country Resort offers the opportunity to stay in 315 rooms, located in 4 different hotels surrounded by 3 hectares of garden and 58 cottages located in a lush pine forest.

Over 900 bedrooms are arranged in a variety of ways equipped with all comforts: private bathroom, hairdryers, telephone, TV, air conditioning, in-room Safe, mini bar.

They are divided into:

Standard Rooms
Without balcony and patio

Superior Rooms
With balcony or patio

Suite / Junior Suite
Elegant rooms with park view

Cottages
One or two rooms with private entrance
Swimming Pools
Horse Country Resort has two swimming pools with pool loungers and umbrellas for adults and children.

“Tropicana” Pool

“Mirtillo” Sport Pool

Beach
The private beach of the Resort with white fine sand is equipped with 500 beach loungers, umbrellas and a life guard service for maximum relaxation and comfort. The lower backwater which is typical of this area is also ideal for children’s fun and family wellness.
Restaurants
The best of sardinian and international cuisine
The Resort offers to its guests a wide choice of restaurants, to taste the best recipes of traditional Sardinian, national and international cuisine.

“Fasolare” Restaurant
The Sardinian buffet

“Il Paguro” Barbecue
With a sea view

“Don Custer” Pizzeria
On an open air terrace

“Saloon” Restaurant
To eat like cowboys

Bar
- “Cedro” Bar immersed in the pine forest
- “Tropicana” Bar around the pool
- Bar on the beach
- “Saloon” Pub in the western area
- “Mirtillo” Bar in the reception
**Wellness Centre & SPA**  
For magical moments of absolute relaxation

The Wellness Centre & Spa "Poseidonya", which is over 700 square metres, is equipped with 3 swimming pools for thalassotherapy, turkish bath, bio sauna, relaxation area and elegant cabins with new tools for massages and body treatments.

**Family**  
The ideal destination to share the holiday

The resort offers extensive activities for all the family, such as a carriage drive or bicycle trip between scenery of untouched nature that characterizes the surrounding area.

**Children**  
A world of games and fun

The resort offers daily mini and junior clubs with creative and fun activities, sports and baby dance. The children pools caters for even the youngest to play in the water in a safe area and fun way.
Horse Country Resort has a large Equestrian Centre reachable with a short walk from the hotel. The area is designed and structured for the horses well-being and comfort, including stables with over 100 oversized boxes, plus two racing courts, one in the open air and the Palacavallo (for indoor riding) which is the second largest in Europe and allows you to practise equestrian sports at any time during the year.
Horse Sharing
A horse experience without limits

Horse Sharing is a Horse Country project designed to bring people and families close to the equestrian experience, making it as intimate as possible, allowing everyone to enjoy these activities in this beautiful location.

Activities
- Horse Walking
- Horse Trekking
- Horse swimming
- Pony Camp
- Horse Therapy
- First Approach
- Carriage Driving
- Equestrian Show
Saloon - Western Area
A trip to the western world

The western village in the resort is characterised by settings remembering the most fascinating surroundings during the era of pioneers. The wide western area is the ideal location for spectacularely themed evenings, with country games, line dancing and rock and roll live parties, ideal for large events and gatherings.

Shop & Drugstore
Shopping on holiday

The Resort’s shopping area, where you can buy renowned food and wine products, Sardinian crafts, tobaccos, newspapers, beach items but also clothing and accessories for men, women and children.
Free Time
All activities offered by the Resort

**ON SITE**
- Mini and Junior Club
- Archery
- Tennis
- Football
- Water Gym
- Animation

**ON THE SEA**
- Sailing Boat
- Snorkeling
- Diving
- Rubber Boat
- Windsurfing
- Pedalo
- Canoeing
- Swimming

**EXCURSIONS & TOUR**
- Oristano - Is Arutas
- Cagliari
- Sinis
- Green Coast
- Monte Arci
- Montevecchio

**HORSE WALKING**
- Walk in the Pine Forest
- Walk on the Beach
- Sunset Hack
- Moonlight Walk
- Walk to "S'ena Arrubia"
- Carriage Drive

**HORSE EXCURSIONS**
- Excursion to "Zurufusu Mines"
- Excursion to "Casa del Poeta"

**HORSE TREKKING**
- Trek to Marceddi
- Trek to Torre dei Corsari
- West Coast Trek

**HORSE SWIMMING**

**PONY CAMP**

**HORSE THERAPY**
Congress Centre
Not only leisure but also great events

Located in a convenient position of Sardinia, just a few steps from the sea and close to all the airports of the island, Horse Country, is the ideal location for meetings, conferences and team-building activities in Sardinia. With a capacity of 1000 seats, it offers modular rooms of different sizes equipped with the latest technologies.
Where are we based
Contacts Details

Horse Country Resort Congress & SPA
Strada a Mare 24, n.27 09092 Arborea (Or)
(+39) 0783.80.500
info@horsecountry.it
www.horsecountry.it

Distances

Train Station
- Oristano 18Km
- Marrubiu 13Km

Airports
- Cagliari Elmas 85Km
- Olbia Costa Smeralda 180Km
- Alghero Fertilia 160Km

Harbours
- Cagliari 95Km
- Porto Torres 165Km
- Olbia 180Km
- Golfo Aranci 190Km